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Teatro Nuovo Strikes Again, This Time with Rossini
July 24, 2019 | By George Loomis, Musical America

Teatro Nuovo followed up its exciting account of Bellini’s La Straniera last week with
a memorable presentation the very next evening (July 18) at Jazz at Lincoln
Center’s Rose Theater of another bel canto masterpiece, Rossini’s La Gazza Ladra,
the company’s second and final offering of its second season. Teatro Nuovo, an
expanded version of the Bel Canto at Caramoor series, which ran for 20 years under
Will Crutchfield’s direction, presented both works the previous weekend at the
Performing Arts Center at Purchase College, NY.

First given at La Scala, Milan, in 1817, La Gazza Ladra is recognized as Rossini’s
finest example of an opera semi-seria (though devotees will rank Matilde di
Shabran, which followed four years later, a close second). The genre, as was
stressed in an illuminating pre-opera talk by Crutchfield, Teatro Nuovo’s general

and artistic director, was historically significant in subjecting characters from everyday life, like those found in
opera buffa (as opposed to the aristocratic types of opera seria), to vexing and even life threatening situations,
thereby pointing the way to familiar operas from later in the 19th century and beyond.

The best known opera semi-seria today is Bellini’s La Sonnambula in which (typically for the genre) a woman’s
virtue is called into question. In La Gazza Ladra the stakes are higher: two characters are charged with capital
offenses, Ninetta, a serving girl accused of stealing two items of silver cutlery, and her father, Ferdinand, a
soldier who has deserted after an altercation with his commanding officer. The opera, with a libretto by
Giovanni Gherardini, was based on a popular drama from a Parisian boulevard theater that retold a supposedly
true incident in which an innocent serving girl was executed for domestic theft.

Notwithstanding its dark side, much of La Gazza Ladra sparkles with vintage Rossinian effervescence, not least
its initial scenes introducing the setting—a prosperous farm run by Fabrizio and his wife Lucia—and the
characters, which include their son Giannetto, who is in love with Ninetta and whose return from war is
celebrated. An accumulation of circumstantial evidence, however, appears to establish Ninetta’s thievery
beyond question: Even though the silver she sold to the pedlar Isaaco in fact belonged to Fernando and not her
employer, Lucia, Ninetta cannot exculpate herself without endangering her father, because the sale proceeds
were intended to facilitate his flight from the law. Just about everyone rallies around Ninetta, but the corrupt
mayor (Podestà) pushes the prosecution forward to facilitate his illicit designs on Ninetta.

The opera attains a considerable degree of tension in an extraordinary sequence in Act 2, beginning with a
courtroom scene, dominated by a superb quintet, that Rossini’s biographer Stendhal (writing in 1823) referred
to as “that magnificent scene, the strongest of modern Italian opera and of Rossini’s works.” Early in the scene
a chorus of judges sanctimoniously proclaims that the goddess Themis “frees the just, protects and avenges;
but her thunderbolts always fall on the malefactors.” Surely, Rossini reminds us here that not every misguided
prosecution will have the kind of happy ending we will soon witness. Later, a poignant prayer by the apparently
doomed Ninetta is arrestingly framed by an austere funeral march, possibly prompted by Spontini’s La Vestale;
the march also looks ahead, to the “Funeral March” sonata of Chopin, a huge fan of bel canto operas. 

La Gazza Ladra, like so many Italian operas of its period, commands but does not always receive respect,
which is why Teatro Nuovo performances are so valuable. Especially now that Crutchfield has assembled a
splendid period-instrument orchestra—arranged in the fashion of the day so as to provide maximum eye
contact among singers, orchestra, and conductor—conditions exist for truly stylish renderings. As always,
performances are informed by scrupulous attention to period practice, including matters of ornamentation.
Particularly welcome is the approach to the close of musical numbers, which shuns vocal drop-outs and
prolonged interpolated high notes.

Oliver Sewell as Gianetto, Alison Gish as Lucia, Rob McGinness as Fabrizio

As with La Straniera, the performance did without sets and costumes, yet the principals had their parts
memorized and acted them out as if participating in a straightforward staging. It sufficed to convey the drama.
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And there were amusing touches. In one number with instrumental interludes (presumably intended for
dancing), the singers gathered round to admire virtuoso playing by clarinetist Thomas Carroll and flutist Joe
Monticello.

Last year Teatro Nuovo’s casts boasted singers headed for significant careers, such as Jennifer Rowley and
Amanda Woodbury. This year’s bunch was greener, but all contributed meaningfully to a fine ensemble
performance. Alisa Jordheim’s voice could sound a little wiry in Ninetta’s music, but the soprano made a
touching heroine. Oliver Sewell’s singing as Giannetto had a welcome virility, and he affectingly conveyed the
character’s sudden heartache during the Act 1 finale when he too suspects Ninetta’s possible guilt.

As Ninetta’s friend Pippo (a trouser role) who saves the day by following the magpie (Christopher Hochstuhl) to
the church belfry and the missing silver, Hannah Ludwig sang with rich mezzo tones and a vivid manner; she
was especially affecting in the tender Act 2 duet with Ninetta, a lyrical highpoint of the score (the tempo di
mezzo of this duet brings back themes from the familiar overture). Erik van Heyningen made a strong moment
of Fernando’s vigorous aria in which he resolves to rescue his daughter, despite endangering himself. Hans
Tashjian did well as the Podestà (whose Act 2 aria makes amusing use of the overture’s crescendo theme).
Others in the large cast included Rob McGinness (Fabrizio), Alison Gish (Lucia), and Spencer Viator (Isaaco),
among others.

Conducting responsibilities were ably divided, in accordance with Crutchfield’s view of period practice, between
the maestro al cembalo, Rachelle Jonck, and the primo violin e capo d’orchesra, Jakob Lehmann; some
raggedness in the secco recitatives may have been caused by Jonck’s period piano not putting out enough
sound, or so it seemed from where I was sitting. Still, this was a splendid performance of a long (more than
three hours of music), challenging, and heartwarming opera. If only bel canto performances at the Met and
other big houses had this much style.

Top photo: Alisa Jordheim as Ninetta and Hans Tashjian as the Podestà 
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